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Access the School Performance Framework here: http://www.cde.state.co.us/schoolview/performance

Improvement Plan Information
Additional Information about the school

During the COVID pandemic, there was limited performance data available.  Only students attending in-person took CMAS.  Of those students, literacy was given to 3rd

grade and 5th grade and math was given only to 4th grade.  Only 6.1% of students scored at a proficient level with over half of tested students not meeting expectations

in literacy.  In math, it was similar with 4.5% meeting state expectations and over 65% not meeting expectations.  Students were mainly remote through the first semester

with many opting to remain remote the entire year.  Much of the instruction was whole group as managing small groups proved difficult online.  All students received 1:1

chromebooks and the district provided hotspots to families under certain circumstances.

School Contact Information
 Jennifer  HarringtonName:  PrincipalTitle:

 1650 Altura BoulevardMailing Street:  Aurora CO 80011Mailing City / State/ Zip Code:

Phone:(303) 340-3500  jlharrington@aurorak12.orgEmail:

 Elizabeth  GonzalesName:  Admin TOSATitle:

 1650 Altura BoulevardMailing Street:  Aurora CO 80011Mailing City / State/ Zip Code:

Phone:(303) 340-3500  etgonzales@aurorak12.orgEmail:

Narrative on Data Analysis and Root Cause Identification
Description of School Setting and Process for Data Analysis

Altura Elementary is a Title I school located in the northeast quadrant of Aurora Public Schools just north of Colfax Avenue between Chambers and I-225 and currently

serves 482 Pre-K-5 students. As of the most recently released district data, Altura's student population is 0.6% Native American, 3.5% Asian, 7.3% Black, 79% Hispanic,

5.6% White, 0.8% Native Hawaiian/Pacific Islander and 3.1% two or more races. Our student body also represents a variety of subgroups including 57% English

Language Learners, 4.8% Gifted/Talented, 15.8% SPED, and 86.9% Free or Reduced Lunch. Altura also hosts a primary and intermediate center program for 16

students with Affective Needs.

http://www.cde.state.co.us/schoolview/performance
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While we do not have a full data set to review for the 2020-2021 school year, the limited CMAS data shows a reduction of 7.5% in students who are meeting expectations

in literacy for a total of 6.1% (6 students) and an increase of students in the Does Not Meet category of 13.2% for a total of 52% (51 students). In math, the percentage of

students who met expectations remained constant at 4.5% (2 students); however, there was an increase in the percentage of students in the Does Not Meet category of

17.5% for a total of 65.9% (29 total students). As only students who selected in-person were tested on either math or literacy this is not a comprehensive picture of

student learning. Therefore, we weighed more heavily on our iReady data which showed that we met our targets of increasing reading proficiency by 5% and actually

exceeded that goal by 5.4% for a total of 24% of students showing proficiency in reading. We also exceeded our goal for increasing proficiency in math moving from

10.2% to 18%. We were also able to reduce the number of students in the Does Not Meet category in math by more than 10% for a total of 38%. We were unable to

make our targets for reducing students in the Does Not Meet category in reading however and continue to have 36% of students in the Does Not Meet category according

to iReady spring diagnostic data.

The focus for this year's UIP was created through input from Altura's Instructional Leadership Team (ILT) which is comprised of the Principal, Administrative TOSA,

Teaching Partners, and teacher representatives from primary, intermediate, and specials. Further input is gained from the Parent Accountability Committee which meets

monthly and includes teacher representation, the family liaison, and a small group of parents and staff. Much of our work is to continue our goals from the past two years

as we recover from the COVID pandemic as well as to align to our district's BOE goals.

 

Prior Year Targets

Provide a summary of your progress in implementing the Major Improvement Strategies and if they had the intended effect on systems, adult actions,

and student outcomes (e.g. targets). 

While we did not have a full set of data from CMAS, we met our targets in 3 out of 4 areas per iReady data.  Our goal to increase proficiency in reading and math

by 5% reaching 18.6% and 10.2% respectively was more than met.  Our final spring data points showed students to be at 24% proficiency in reading and 18% in

math.  We also met the reduction of students in the Does Not Meet category by over 10% rather than just 5% for a total of 38% of students in that category rather

than 48.4%.  In reading, we did only met half of the original goal, reducing the percentage of students in the DNM category by 2.6 percent rather than 5%.  

 

Based on your reflection and evaluation, provide a summary of the adjustments that you will make for this year's plan. 

Whole group instruction dominated a year of hybrid learning with difficulty meeting small groups or pulling students for interventions when in remote status.  

This year, all but 4 students have returned to in-person learning, and our focus in on accelerating learning rather than slowing down to remediate.  This is going to

be done through small group instruction working on where students have a weakness in a skillset and providing focused, intentional instruction that provides
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access to grade-level instruction.  We will also highlight sheltered instruction techniques for all subject areas that provide students with comprehensible input and

access to instruction that is in an English only environment when many students have spent the last year and a half immersed in non-English speaking settings in

their homes.

Current Performance

We have not had a School Performance Framework (SPF) rating since 2019.  While we do not have a full data set to review for the 2020-2021 school year, the

limited CMAS data (3rd and 5th  in reading and 4th in math) shows a reduction of 7.5% in students who are meeting expectations in literacy for a total of 6.1% (6

students) who are actually on grade level and an increase of students in the Does Not Meet category of 13.2% for a total of 52% (51 students). In math, the

percentage of students who met expectations remained constant at 4.5% (2 students); however, there was an increase in the percentage of students in the Does

Not Meet category of 17.5% for a total of 65.9% (29 total students). As only students who selected in-person learning were tested on either math or literacy this is

not a comprehensive picture of student learning.

Therefore, we weighed more heavily on our iReady data which showed that we met our targets of increasing reading proficiency by 5% and actually exceeded that

goal by 5.4% for a total of 24% of students showing proficiency in reading. We also exceeded our goal for increasing proficiency in math moving from 10.2% to

18%. We were also able to reduce the number of students in the Does Not Meet category in math by more than 10% for a total of 38%. We were unable to meet

our targets for reducing students in the Does Not Meet category in reading however and continue to have 36% of students in the Does Not Meet category

according to iReady spring diagnostic data.

Our current baseline data as students returned this fall does not show carry over from the spring.  There is currently 4% of students showing grade level proficiency

in reading (n=8) and 66% (n=230) of students in the Does Not Meet category.  In math there is 3% (n=2) of students showing grade-level proficiency with 77%

(n=267) of students not meeting expectations who are two or more grade levels below.

Our focus for the 2021-22 school year is on small group Tier 1 and Tier 2 instruction and interventions to afford students focused and intentional instruction after a

year and a half of changes to learning models during the pandemic.  We are also focusing on Sheltered Instruction techniques to ensure that subject matter is

comprehensible to all of our English Language Learners.

 

Trend Analysis

 DecreasingTrend Direction:

 Academic Achievement (Status)Performance Indicator Target:
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While CMAS data from 2020-21 is only partial data due to the fact that a limited number of students were given the test and students only tested in one subject area, it

does mimic our current fall baseline data from the iReady diagnostic. Our current ELA proficiency percentage based on 3rd and 5th graders who took CMAS shows 6.1%

of our students to be meeting state expectations, which is only an n count of 6 students. Our fall iReady diagnostic shows 7 students to be on grade level which is 2% of

our total 1st - 5th population. This is a decrease from the last CMAS test by 7.5%

 StableTrend Direction:

 Academic Achievement (Status)Performance Indicator Target:

While CMAS data from 2020-21 is only partial data due to the fact that a limited number of students were given the test and students only tested in one subject area, it

does mimic our current fall baseline data from the iReady diagnostic. Our current math proficiency percentage based on 44 4th graders who took CMAS shows 4.5% of

our students to be meeting state expectations, which is only an n count of 2 students. Our fall iReady diagnostic also shows 2 students to be on grade level which is 3% of

our total 1st - 5th population. There was only a 0.6% decrease from the prior CMAS data.

 DecreasingTrend Direction:

 Academic GrowthPerformance Indicator Target:

While there is no true growth data for 2020-2021 there was an overall increase in the number of students who fell into the Does Not Meet category for reading. In fact

13.2% more students than the prior CMAS test. There was also a 7.5% decrease in the percentage of students meeting expectation.

 DecreasingTrend Direction:

 Academic GrowthPerformance Indicator Target:

While there is no true growth data for 2020-2021 there was an overall increase in the number of students who fell into the Does Not Meet category for math. In fact 17.5%

more students than the prior CMAS test. There was no significant decrease in the percentage of students meeting expectation as there was only a 0.6% decrease.

Additional Trend Information:
While we do not have CMAS growth data, we did give iReady in both reading and math which showed students meeting the targets for increased proficiency of 5% in both

math and reading by and also surpassing the expected reduction for below-level learners in math. We did not show growth in reducing the percentage of students in the

Does Not Meet category in reading.
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Priority Performance Challenges and Root Causes

Priority Performance Challenge: Academic Achievement and Growth in English Language Arts

We continue to see a lack of gains in students reading on grade level. Our next steps continue with the focus on teaching to grade-level standards and

holding students to the rigor of those expectations versus working on skill gap areas alone as well as increasing our ability to use data to intentionally create

lessons that include scaffolds and differentiation to meet the needs of all students. We will specifically do this by ensuring that we are providing Tier 1, small

group reading instruction for all students as well as Tier 2, targeted acceleration groups for all students significantly below grade level (2 - 3 years behind).

Root Cause: Lack of targeted small group instruction

During the pandemic, specifically during remote instruction, instruction, while grade-level, was typically whole group and did not allow for differentiation

for individual needs and feedback to accelerate learning.

Root Cause: Lack of Differentiated Instruction

Training and support for the implementation of sheltered techniques and differentiated strategies to meet the needs of English Language Learners have

initially been implemented but has not been evidenced across the school day in instructional walkthroughs and observations in the majority of

classrooms. Scaffolding for a variety of levels of English Language Learners within each subject area is minimal and typically includes visuals or

sentence stems, which while is a beginning step, is not sufficient to meet the needs of all ELLs.

Priority Performance Challenge: Academic Achievement and Growth in Mathematics

We continue to see a lack of gains in students performing on grade level. Our next steps continue with the focus on teaching to grade-level standards and

holding students to the rigor of those expectations versus working on skill gap areas alone as well as increasing our ability to use data to intentionally create

lessons that include scaffolds and differentiation to meet the needs of all students. We will specifically do this by ensuring that we are providing Tier 2,

targeted acceleration groups for all students significantly below grade level (2 - 3 years behind).

Root Cause: Lack of targeted small group instruction

During the pandemic, specifically during remote instruction, instruction, while grade-level, was typically whole group and did not allow for differentiation

for individual needs and feedback to accelerate learning.

Root Cause: Lack of Differentiated Instruction

Training and support for the implementation of sheltered techniques and differentiated strategies to meet the needs of English Language Learners have

initially been implemented but has not been evidenced across the school day in instructional walkthroughs and observations in the majority of

classrooms. Scaffolding for a variety of levels of English Language Learners within each subject area is minimal and typically includes visuals or

sentence stems, which while is a beginning step, is not sufficient to meet the needs of all ELLs.
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Magnitude of Performance Challenges and Rationale for Selection:

Throughout the pandemic, students received whole group, grade-level instruction but did not receive the type of feedback and focused attention to

individual needs.  This has led to decreased proficiency and a higher percentage of students not meeting expectations by 2 -3 years.  Teachers have

provided the required 40 minute block of ELD instruction but have not necessarily used sheltered techniques or other methods of embedding ELD across

the students' entire instructional day. With almost 60% of the students having a second language, they will benefit from receiving Tier 1 instruction with 

sheltered instruction strategies that make instruction more comprehensible moving students in the 'Partially Proficient' range to 'Proficient'.

Magnitude of Root Causes and Rationale for Selection:

With a year and a half of interrupted learning and changes to instructional models, we feel that students have not had attention to their individual and small

group needs.  Instruction has been mainly whole group not allowing for students with gaps in learning to receive personalized instruction.  Our intentional

focus will be on providing more small group instruction opportunities in order to accelerate versus remediate learning. Teachers have provided the required

40 minute block of ELD instruction but have not necessarily used sheltered techniques or other methods of embedding ELD across the students' entire

instructional day. With almost 60% of the students having a second language, they will benefit from receiving Tier 1 instruction with strategies that make

instruction more comprehensible moving students in the 'Partially Proficient' range to 'Proficient'.

Action Plans
Planning Form

Tier 2 Acceleration Groups

What will success look like: Students will show increased growth in academics through intentionally planned small groups that align to the state standards and are

taught using research based strategies.

Describe the research/evidence base supporting the strategy and why it is a good fit: MTSS process and the APS Acceleration Framework provide guidance

around how to ensure success for students who are not performing at grade level

Associated Root Causes:

Lack of targeted small group instruction:

During the pandemic, specifically during remote instruction, instruction, while grade-level, was typically whole group and did not allow for differentiation for

individual needs and feedback to accelerate learning.
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Implementation Benchmarks Associated with MIS

IB Name Description
Start/End/

Repeats
Key Personnel Status

Action Steps Associated with MIS

Name Description Start/End Date Resource Key Personnel Status

Sheltered Instruction Implementation

What will success look like: Teachers will provide instruction in ways that are comprehensible for second language learners in all subject areas all day.

Describe the research/evidence base supporting the strategy and why it is a good fit: Sheltered Instruction Observational Protocol (SIOP) and Center for Applied

Linguistics (CAL). As our school has 57% language learners, ensuring that our instruction is comprehensible is vital to student success.

Associated Root Causes:

Lack of Differentiated Instruction:

Training and support for the implementation of sheltered techniques and differentiated strategies to meet the needs of English Language Learners have initially

been implemented but has not been evidenced across the school day in instructional walkthroughs and observations in the majority of classrooms. Scaffolding

for a variety of levels of English Language Learners within each subject area is minimal and typically includes visuals or sentence stems, which while is a

beginning step, is not sufficient to meet the needs of all ELLs.

Implementation Benchmarks Associated with MIS

IB Name Description
Start/End/

Repeats
Key Personnel Status

Action Steps Associated with MIS

Name Description Start/End Date Resource Key Personnel Status

School Target Setting

   Priority Performance Challenge : Academic Achievement and Growth in English Language Arts
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   Priority Performance Challenge : Academic Achievement and Growth in English Language Arts

  Academic Achievement (Status)   PERFORMANCE INDICATOR: 

 RMEASURES / METRICS:

2021-2022: Increase the percentage of students who are reading at grade level by 6% This will be shown via iReady data

moving students from 23% to 29% in reading Decrease the percentage of students who fall into the Does Not Meet category by

5% This will be shown via iReady data moving students from 38% to 33% in reading

2022-2023: Increase the percentage of students who are reading at grade level by 6% This will be shown via iReady data

moving students from 29% to 35% in reading Decrease the percentage of students who fall into the Does Not Meet category by

5% This will be shown via iReady data moving students from 33% to 28% in reading

 INTERIM MEASURES FOR 2021-2022: iReady Diagnostics APS District Interims

   Priority Performance Challenge : Academic Achievement and Growth in Mathematics

  Academic Achievement (Status)   PERFORMANCE INDICATOR: 

 MMEASURES / METRICS:

2021-2022: Increase the percentage of students who are reaching state expectations for mathematical proficiency by 5%. This

will be shown via iReady data moving from 17% to 22%. Decrease the percentage of students who fall into the Does Not Meet

category by 5% This will be shown via iReady data moving from 39% to 34%.

2022-2023: Increase the percentage of students who are reaching state expectations for mathematical proficiency by 5%. This

will be shown via iReady data moving from 22% to 27%. Decrease the percentage of students who fall into the Does Not Meet

category by 5% This will be shown via iReady data moving from 34% to 29%.

 INTERIM MEASURES FOR 2021-2022: iReady Diagnostics APS District Interims
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TARGETS

ANNUAL

PERFORMANCE
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